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TN ZCP 10 - DISBURSEMENT MANAGEMENT 

 

A. Introduction 

Background 

1. The International Working Group for the Zakat Core Principles (ZCP) is a unit 

which was established to guide zakat management with means to develop 

an effective and efficient operation system. The ZCP document was officially 

published on May 23-24 2016 during the UN Humanitarian Conference in 

Istanbul, Turkey. The core principles of ZCP are aimed to provide guidelines 

for regulators and zakat institutions on effective zakat supervision, general 

operational regulations in zakat management and the supporting 

infrastructure. On a structural level, ZCP has determined the essential criteria 

which must be fulfilled by all authorized parties to encourage effective zakat 

management.  

2. The core principles in the ZCP are aimed to implement effective zakat 

supervision, has classified each aspect of zakat management into six items: 

(a) legal foundation; (b) zakat supervision; (c) zakat governance; (d) 

intermediary function in zakat management; (e) risk management; and (f) 

shariah governance. These themes require further research and input from 

the perspective of zakat management regulators. 

3. The intermediary function in zakat management consists of the collection 

and disbursement of zakat funds, including utilization. These technical notes 

are the technical elaboration of the ZCP document specifically regarding the 

intermediary function of disbursement (principles 10), which discuss the 

practical dimensions of implementation.  

4. The development of this document refers to other international standardized 

documents with the purpose of obtaining legal recognition from the sharia 

and conventional finance regulators. 
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General Principles 

5. Zakat is an obligation from Allah for all Muslims to set aside an amount of 

their assets with the purpose of cleansing their assets and achieving Allah 

SWT blessing. Efficient zakat management will allow opportunities for the 

ummah to facilitate comfort in practicing their religious values, while 

simultaneously developing economic resources which significantly support 

humanitarian actions, financial inclusion, and social empowerment programs.  

6. Zakat management is the activity of planning, implementing, and controlling 

the collection, distribution, and utilization of zakat funds.  

7. These technical notes discuss the essential factors which ensure the 

disbursement of zakat funds, which are stated in the following:  

a) Laws and Regulations on Zakat Fund Management 
b) Zakat Asnaf Determination Guidelines  
c) Financial Management in the Disbursement of Funds 
d) Criteria and Guidelines of Zakat Recipients/Beneficiaries  
e) Zakat Disbursement Programs 
f) Proportion Determination for Disbursement Programs 
g) Disbursement Period of Collected Funds 
h) Allocation of Zakat Funds 
i) Zakat Institution Disbursement Assessment from the Zakat 

Supervisor  
j) Zakat Funds Allocation on an International Level 
k) Assessment towards the Social Impact of Zakat Funds by the Zakat 

Supervisor 
l) Asnaf Priority Guidelines on the Zakat Disbursement Process 
m) Equity, Justice, and Territorial Proximity Principles in Zakat 

Disbursement  
n) Regulations from the Zakat Supervisor for misconduct/fraud on 

Disbursement of Zakat Funds 
o) Specific Regulations/Guidelines regarding the Limitations of Zakat 

Distributions for Certain Groups 
p) Zakat Disbursement Procedure Regulation Inclusion in the Zakat 

Institution Deed of Establishment  

8. These technical notes are aimed to provide a reference for authorized parties 

in developing regulations regarding the operations of zakat. In the long term, 
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compliance towards these standards will increase the credentials during 

international assessments.   

Main Objectives 

9. The main objectives of these technical notes are: 

a) To determine zakat institutions to follow zakat disbursement 

principles within zakat management 

b) To promote zakat empowerment programs for people prosperity and 

poverty alleviation 

Scope of Implementation 

10. These standards apply to all zakat institutions, including those that are 

established independently as well as those that are part of an organization. 

11. Within its implementation, the Technical Notes can be realized in accordance 

with existing regulations such as laws and the constitution. These technical 

notes are also to complement aspects which exist in national and 

international regulations.  

 

B. Disbursement 

Definition 

13. Disbursement is the circulation of zakat to the 8 zakat asnaf in accordance 

to the shariah requirements  

Definition of Disbursement Management 

14. ZCP number 10 recommends 16 essential criteria and three additional criteria 

within disbursement management which is presented in the following 

document through Exhibit 3 

As stated in Exhibit 3, there are 16 dimensions of Disbursement Management 

which are elaborated from ZCP number 10 as follows: 
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Exhibit 3 – Dimension and Indicators of Disbursement Management  

No Dimension Indicator 

1 Relevant Regulations or Fatwa for 
Zakat Institutions on Zakat Fund 
Management 
 
Sharia laws, regulations, fatwas, 
and/or the zakat supervising board 
require zakat institutions to formulate 
policies and processes for identifying 
and managing zakat funds (entities 
separate from government funds and 
revenues). 
 

 
1. Existence of rules which 

assertively determine institutions 
as zakat management 
institutions; 

2. Aspects such as requirements, 
duties, and authority of zakat 
institutions must also be clearly 
stated within the respective 
regulations and/or fatwas; 

3. The structure/position of the 
zakat institution within the 
sovereignty of its respective 
country should also be included 
and determined in the respective 
regulations and/or fatwas; 

4. All regulations should follow a 
legal document such as a 
constitution or  
Memorandum of Association 
(MoA) that is related to zakat and 
in accordance to the prevailing 
Fatwa 

5. Zakat institutions should be 
formally appointed by the local 
government or the authority that 
is related to Islamic affairs 

2 Zakat Asnaf Determination Guidelines  
 
Shari’ah laws, regulations, or the 
supervisor require for the existence of 
a zakat asnaf determination guideline 
to specify and categorize the 8 asnaf 
categories 
 
 

1. Zakat asnaf categorization should 
be specified according to the 
surah At- Taubah:60  which 
consist of : 
- the poor (fuqara); 
- the needy (miskin); 
- those who are deputed to 
collect zakat; 
- those whose hearts are to be 
reconciled; 
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No Dimension Indicator 

- freeing the slave; 
- the indebted; 
- those on the way of Allah; and 
- wayfarer 
- and other relevant groups that 
can be considered similar with 
the aforementioned groups   

2. The classification of asnaf should 
be determined by the relevant 
authorities within each respective 
country such as the ulama council 
or zakat supervisory board; 

3. Each asnaf category must be 
specified clearly by the relevant 
ulama council or zakat 
supervisory board including all 
following terms and conditions; 

4. The procedure of asnaf 
determination must also be 
regulated including the 
classification of its disbursement 
program (consumptive 
disbursement / productive 
distribution) within the zakat 
institution’s regulations or fatwa; 

5. The rights of amil for zakat 
disbursement is based on existing 
regulation or fatwa in each 
country 

3 Financial Management in the 
Disbursement of Funds 
 
The zakat institutions should have 
proper financial planning, recording 
and 
management which are written in a 
legal document or guideline to 
prevent mismatch allocation of fund 
distribution 

1. Zakat institutions have existing 
and updated guidelines on the 
planning, recording, and 
management of funds which are 
reported routinely; 
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No Dimension Indicator 

 

4 Criteria and Guidelines of Zakat 
Recipients/Beneficiaries  
 
Criteria of the zakat recipients should 
be clearly determined by the zakat 
supervisor and must be publicly 
informed 
 
 

1. Zakat supervisors should 
determine regulatory indicators or 
terms and conditions regarding 
the zakat recipients which should 
be stated within a legal guideline 
which has been agreed upon; 

2. All existing criteria of the zakat 
recipients which have been 
determined by the supervisor 
must be socialized and informed 
to all zakat institutions and  the 
public, including any changes or 
adjustments towards the existing 
criteria; 

3. Zakat institutions which received 
updated regulations, fatwas, or 
information regarding the criteria 
of zakat recipients must 
immediately socialize the 
information to all amil 

5 Zakat Disbursement Programs 
 
Zakat fund should be distributed for 
both consumptive-based and 
productive-based 
programs in accordance to the 
economic level of each country 
(developed countries and developing 
countries) .  
 

I. Consumptive-based 
programs: 

 
a. Both Developed Countries 

and Developing Countries: aim 
to fulfill short term basic needs 
of mustahik while productive-

1. Zakat institutions should have 
disbursement programs that are 
both productive-based and 
consumptive based which aim to 
alleviate poverty of mustahik to a 
certain degree; 

2. Zakat institutions should 
determine their zakat 
disbursement programs (both 
consumptive and productive 
based) in accordance with 
shariah principles and should be 
written in a legal document such 
as a guideline or legal decree or 
fatwa which has been legalized 
and agreed upon 
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No Dimension Indicator 

based programs aim to 
empower the mustahik to have 
long-term socio-economic 
resilience. 

 
 

II. Productive-based programs: 
a. Developed Countries: 

the empowerment 
programs regard to the 
practice of commercial 
investment in which the 
product of investment is 
distributed to the 
mustahiq  

b. Developing Countries: 
The zakat funds are 
allocated to empower 
mustahiq who fulfill the 
requirements through 
productive economic 
empowerment programs  

 

3. Both consumptive and 
productive programs should be 
catered to the local culture of 
the recipients 

6 Proportion Determination for 
Disbursement Programs 
 
Determination on the proportion of 
consumptive-based and productive-
based programs should be based on 
socio-economic and environmental 
analysis. This proportion may change 
overtime depending upon society's 
condition. 
 

1. Zakat institutions should develop 
and agree upon a guideline which 
regulates the proportion for 
disbursement programs; 

2. The guideline should refer to a 
socio-economic and 
environmental analysis; 

3. The guideline should be 
evaluated regularly in order to 
create an accurate analysis for 
the proportion of each 
disbursement program 

7 Disbursement Period of Collected 
Funds 
 

1. The existing sharia organization 
and/or fatwa board and/or other 
existing zakat supervisors must 
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No Dimension Indicator 

The zakat supervisor determines that 
zakat funds from the latest collection 
period must be distributed for a 
maximum of 1 year after its collection 
period.  
 
 

determine the guidelines for the 
period of zakat funds 
disbursement which are then 
legalized through a regulation 
which must be followed by all 
zakat institutions; 

2. The guidelines must consist and 
consider the following points: 

a. Zakat Disbursement 
Program Plan in 
accordance to the current 
collection trends which are 
differentiated into monthly, 
quarterly, and annual 
disbursement plans as a 
means to create effective 
and efficient distribution 

b. Monitoring and Evaluation 
Scheme (monthly, 
quarterly, and annual) 

c. Specification guidelines on 
global time periods for 
disbursement of zakat 
funds 

8 Allocation of Zakat Funds 
 
The allocation of zakat funds for both 
consumptive based and productive 
based programs should be conducted 
in appropriate manner based on 
shari’ah principles (including the asnaf 
categories) and prevailing law. 
 
 

 
 

1. Zakat institutions have an existing 
measurement tool as reference 
for the funds allocation of 
disbursement programs and has 
been agreed upon by the 
supervisors, this includes the 
areas of disbursement which are: 

a. Education 
b. Da’wah 
c. Economy 
d. Social 
e. Health 
f. Or other sectors deemed 

relevant by the respective 
country  
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No Dimension Indicator 

2. Zakat institutions have a 
standardized mechanism for the 
allocation of zakat funds for 
disbursement programs  

9 Zakat Institution Disbursement 
Assessment from the Zakat 
Supervisor   
 
The supervisor must own an 
assessment method in the form of 
Allocation-to-Collection Ratio (ACR) 
which measures the institution’s 
capability in distributing their zakat 
funds from their total collection  

1. Zakat supervisors must have an 
existing indexation for the weight 
of ACR scoring according to the 
ZCP Implementation Index with 
the following scale: 

a. Scale 1/ Ineffective: <20% 
b. Scale 2/ Less Effective: 

20-49% 
c. Scale 3/ Passable: 50-69% 
d. Scale 4/ Effective: 70-89% 
e. Scale 5/ Very Effective: 

>90% 

10 Zakat Funds Allocation on an 
International Level 
 
Disbursement of zakat funds is not 
only limited to one country and can be 
distributed to other countries as a 
means to create further benefit and 
welfare 

1. The existence of a division that 
regulates the international zakat 
disbursement within each zakat 
institution 

2. The existence of emergency 
humanitarian assistance 
programs on an international 
scale utilizing zakat 

11 Assessment towards the Social 
Impact of Zakat Funds by the Zakat 
Supervisor 
 
The success of zakat disbursement is 
measured through the level of benefit 
within the social aspect 

1. A measurement tool on the 
effects of zakat that have been 
distributed  

2. The existence of a measurement 
tool is in accordance to the IIZCP 
as follows: 

a. Scale 1: Social Impact 
measurement tool does 
not exist 

b. Scale 2: Measurement 
standard and indicators for 
measuring the social 
impact are in development 
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No Dimension Indicator 

c. Scale 3: Social Impact 
Measurement indicators 
are based on documents 
that are not in the form of 
guideline or a decree 

d. Scale 4: Social Impact 
Measurement indicators 
are based on documents 
that are in the form of a 
guideline or a decree but 
have not been legalized 

e. Scale 5: Social Impact 
Measurement indicators 
are based on documents 
that are in the form of a 
guideline or a decree and 
have been legalized 

3. The existence of zakat 
disbursement impact indicators 
similar to the Human 
Development Index (such as level 
of education and level of health) 

12 Asnaf Priority Guidelines on the Zakat 
Disbursement Process 
 
The Supervisor publishes a guideline 
which regulates the Priority Asnaf for 
the disbursement of zakat funds 

1. The existence of a guideline on 
the asnaf priority groups for zakat 
disbursement from the zakat 
supervisors which must be 
followed by all zakat institutions 

2. The guideline must include 
Fuqara and the poor as the top 
priority for receiving zakat funds 
which also includes the time and 
amount of funds received 

3. The guideline should be in 
accordance and agreed upon 
within a fatwa, or by the zakat 
supervisory board, or ulama 
council, or respective authority 
related to Islamic affairs. 
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No Dimension Indicator 

13 Equity, Justice, and Territorial 
Proximity Principles in Zakat 
Disbursement  
 
Zakat is distributed based on priority 
after considering principles of equity, 
justice, and territorial proximity. The 
zakat supervisor assesses whether 
disbursement of zakat is adequate 
within its locality of origin and/or its 
disbursement beyond it. To solve 
its respective domestic problem, it 
should be given priority in securing 
the rights of the poor from the same 
territory of collected location. 
 

1. The existence of an assessment 
mechanism on zakat 
disbursement from the 
supervisor, which guides the 
zakat institutions to prioritize 
equity, justice and territorial 
proximity 

 

14 Regulations or Fatwa from the Zakat 
Supervisor for Misconduct/Fraud on 
Disbursement of Zakat Funds 
 
The Zakat Supervisor implements 
regulations to prevent negative 
policies (fraud etc) within the 
disbursement of zakat funds 

1. The existence of binding 
regulations/legal products or 
fatwas implemented within all 
zakat institutions discussing the 
sanctions for misuse/incorrect 
distributions of zakat funds  

2. The existence of a regulation or 
fatwa which obligates all zakat 
institutions to own and implement 
a transparent guideline within the 
disbursement process of the 
zakat funds to minimize 
misuse/incorrect disbursement of 
funds 

15 Specific Regulations/guideline 
regarding the Limitations of Zakat 
Distributions for Certain Groups 
 
The Zakat Supervisor implements 
regulations based on the Prudential 
Principle within its disbursement 
process towards certain groups in 

1. The existence of a procedure for 
Zakat Institutions before 
processing large amounts of any 
social Islamic funds (Zakat, Infaq, 
Sadaqah etc) to a certain party  

2. All Zakat institutions are obligated 
to supervise the zakat 
disbursement reports 
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No Dimension Indicator 

large amounts 
 

16 Zakat Disbursement Procedure 
Regulation Inclusion in the Zakat 
Institution Deed of Establishment  
 
An obligatory Procedural guideline on 
Zakat Disbursement as an 
Administrative Requirement for the 
Establishment of a Zakat Institution  

1. An officialized by the Zakat 
Supervisor obligating for all zakat 
institutions to include a 
procedural distributions guideline 
as one of their administrative 
establishment requirements  

ADDITIONAL CRITERIA 

17 Evaluation of Disbursement 
Information 
 
The zakat supervisor obtains and 
reviews disbursement information on 
national level to related parties. 
 

1. Zakat Supervisor sets a fatwa or 
binding regulation for all zakat 
institutions to attach a 
recapitulation of all disbursement 
activities within a supervised 
integrated platform  

2. The recapitulation dashboard of 
all disbursement activities in 
every zakat institution must be 
reported periodically to the public 
as a means to fulfill the 
transparency and accountability 
aspect 

18 Need Priority Assessment for 
Disbursement Programs 
 
The zakat supervisor conducts 
assessment on the need priority 
which determines the proportion of 
consumptive-based and productive-
based programs. The zakat 
supervisors may appoint other 
institutions to conduct the 
assessment. 
 

1. Zakat supervisors have the 
authority to establish a guideline 
for zakat institutions regarding 
the Proportions for Consumptive 
and Productive Disbursement 
Activities  

2. Zakat supervisors also have the 
authority to delegate independent 
third parties to each zakat 
institution in regards to the 
determination of the 
disbursement proportions 
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No Dimension Indicator 

through objective criteria  

19 The zakat supervisord develop a 
timeline to alleviate poverty and 
transform 
mustahik to become muzakki 
 

1. Zakat supervisors determine the 
socialization timeline to all zakat 
institutions regarding the targets 
and processes for mustahiq to 
muzaki transformation 

2. The zakat supervisor determines 
the criteria and indicators for the 
muzaki transformation process 

3. The zakat supervisors determine 
the annual targets including the 
number of individuals that have 
been alleviated from poverty on a 
national scale  

20. Reporting  1. Zakat institutions should publish 
their financial reports which 
includes the zakat disbursement 
and utilization on a regular basis 
to ensure the transparency and 
accountability of the institution 

C. Urgency of Disbursement Management 

15. Within the disbursement of funds, zakat institutions are required to have existing 

guidelines in their planning, distribution, and reporting of funds which will effect 

and determine the quality of zakat management that determine the level zakat 

effectivity 

16. The disbursement management framework must be compiled and implemented 

so that the disbursement of funds is more standardized, more optimal, and on 

target. 

17. The disbursement management framework is designed to ensure zakat 

management is by applicable laws or regulations and sharia law. 

 

We bind ourselves to the statements above in the service of humanity and for the 
pleasure of Allāh Subhānahu Wa Ta'āla. Allāh knows the best. 
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